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Today, Armenians claim they were victims of an Ottoman genocide committed in 1915. The
Armenians blame Turkey even though Turkey didn't become a republic until 8 years after the
"fake" Armenian claims. The real historical truth is that there was no Armenian genocide and the
following historical facts are absolute proof that the self-claimed Armenian genocide is nothing
more than the figment of their rich and vivid imaginations to try to get something for nothing.
The Armenians have created a "genocide industry" for one very simple and basic reason--to
deceive, fleece and scam the Christian world out of billions of dollars.
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Today, Armenians claim they were victims of an Ottoman genocide committed in 1915. The
Armenians blame Turkey even though Turkey didn't become a republic until 8 years after the
"fake" Armenian claims. The real historical truth is that there was no Armenian genocide and the
following historical facts are absolute proof that the self-claimed Armenian genocide is nothing
more than the figment of their rich and vivid imaginations to try to get something for nothing.
The Armenians have created a "genocide industry" for one very simple and basic reason--to
deceive, fleece and scam the Christian world out of billions of dollars. Examine the actual
historical truth:

The word "genocide" was invented and first used to describe the Nazi German attempted
extermination of the entire Jewish race during the World War II years starting in the mid 1930s
and lasting until 1945. Rafael Lemkin of Poland coined the phrase and invented the world
"genocide" in 1944 to describe the Nazis' annihilation of specific groups of people by both direct
and indirect murder during World War II. The Nazis' efforts to destroy the entire Jewish race first
began in Germany and thereafter in every country they invaded and conquered. This Nazi
planned and carried out terror became known as the Holocaust Genocide. The Nazi horror
campaigns against Jews became the basis for creation of an international crime in 1951. The
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1915 Armenian fake "massacre" claim of 1915 had nothing to do with the adoption of the 1951
international law as Armenians also falsely claim today.

There is no historical doubt but that the German Nazis carried out a genocide of Jews and
they carried out a ten year series of on-going campaigns to murder every Jew they could get
their hands on. Adolph Hitler was the evil genius who concocted the theory that the Aryan race
was the master race of people and that all non-Aryan races were inferior.

The Armenians claim their ancestors suffered from the first "genocide" of the 20th century
even though what they claim took place 29 years before the word "genocide" was even
invented. In addition, there is no way to compare the Nazi World War II acts of ten long
unending years throughout Europe to one event during World War I in the Ottoman Empire in
1915. What the Armenians complain of today is the fact that the Ottoman government removed
disloyal Armenians who were committing many acts of treason from behind the Ottoman army
in just one place within their legal country. Let us look at the historical evidence that caused the
word "genocide" to be invented and compare the Armenian 1915 experience to what the Nazis
did between 1935-1945 to determine if the Armenian's treason can be called a genocide as
compared to the Jewish experiences of World War II.

April 15, 1924: Hitler began writing his book Mein Kampf (My Struggle) while he was in prison
for committing treason against Germany. Hitler writes that the Jews must be eliminated from
society.

July 18, 1925: The first phase of Mein Kampf is published. Hitler begins his personal public
hate campaign against the entire Jewish race. This is Hitler's beginning to destroy the Jews.
This 8 year campaign continued throughout Germany until Hitler came to power in 1933. No
Ottoman leader wrote such a book condemning the Armenians and there was no long or short
campaign to exterminate the entire Armenian race by any Ottoman leader. There is no
comparison on this point between the Nazis and Ottomans.

January 30, 1933: Hitler comes to power as the unelected Chancellor of Germany.
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February 22, 1933: some 40,00 members of Hitler's private army are appointed auxiliary
policemen.

March 21, 1933: Hitler and his Nazis create special courts to persecute political enemies. No
such court was ever established within the Ottoman Empire.

April 1, 1933: marks the date Hitler and his Nazis began their "official" persecution of the
Jews. This is the date there was a national boycott in Germany of Jewish business and
professional people. The Ottomans never did such a thing to the Armenians.

April 26, 1933: Hitler organized the infamous Gestapo, this "above the law" police force would
lead in the Jewish extermination campaigns. The Ottomans never had such a special police
force to terrorize the Armenians.

May 2, 1933: Hitler dissolved all labor unions. The Ottomans never did such a thing. However,
in Armenia today, labor unions like in Nazi Germany are not permitted. Between 50% and 60%
of all Armenian businessmen do not pay any taxes. This is why the Armenian number one
import is foreign aid from the Christian nations of the world. In Armenia today the privileged few,
just as in Nazi Germany, get richer while the working people of this tiny state remain in poverty
and are forced to live a life of squalor.

May 10, 1933; The Nazis burnt all books written by Jewish authors in Berlin and throughout
Germany. The Ottomans never burned books written by Armenian authors.

Israel Ambassador to Armenia, Ms. Rivki Cohen,

said a parallel must not be drawn between the Holocaust and the Armenian "genocide."
(Yerevan, Feb. 9, 2002.) Armenian parliament Deputy Ovaness Ovanissian replied: "A top-rank
diplomat like her has no right to make such statements."
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September 15, 1935: The Nazi controlled German parliament passed what became known as
the "Nuremberg Laws." The Nazis disenfranchised all Jews. The Ottomans never did such a
thing to Armenians.

March 12, 1938: Germany invaded Austria. This was the beginning of Nazi conquest of
European countries and total extermination of Jews. The Ottomans did not invade other nations
during World War I that the Armenians complain about.

October 28, 1938: the first Jews were deported just because they were Jews. The Ottomans
never deported anyone because of race. What the Ottomans did was deport Armenians from
only one part of their empire for being disloyal citizens who were actively helping the invading
Russians. The Jews never helped anyone invade Germany. There is no way anyone can
compare the Jews to Armenians!

However, in 1938 when the first Jews were deported, Armenians were voluntarily joining the
Nazis to help them create the real genocide of the 20th century. The evidence is absolute that
more than 100,000 Armenians joined Hitler. The evidence is also absolute that Armenian
politicians took part in Hitler's racial purity campaigns.

November 9, 1938: This is the date that became known as the "Crystal Night" because Nazi
mobs throughout Germany attacked Jewish synagogues and stores. The Muslim Ottoman
government never attacked "Christian" Armenian churches and stores. There is no way to
compare this German action to the Ottomans. Today, in modern day Turkey, there are more
Armenian churches operating that in Armenia.

November 12, 1938; German Jews were fined 1 billion marks solely because of their race.
The Ottomans never did such a thing.

November 15, 1938: All Jewish students were expelled from all German schools for the sole
reason of their race. The Ottomans never did such a thing.
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December 3, 1938: Hitler issued a decree for compulsory Aryan ownership of all Jewish
enterprises and shops throughout Germany and the occupied countries. The Ottomans never
did such a thing--ever!

July 4, 1939; Hitler decreed that German Jews were prohibited from holding government jobs.
The Ottomans never did such a thing.

July 21, 1939: Adolph Eichmann was appointed head of the Prague office of Jewish
Emigration. The Ottomans never set up such a system in their lands or anywhere else as the
Nazis did.

September 1, 1939: Hitler issued a decree that Jews in Germany were forbidden to be
outdoors after 8 P.M. in winter and 9 P.M in summer. The Ottomans never did such a thing to
the Armenians.

September 23, 1939; German Jews were forbidden to own wireless radios. The Ottomans
never did such things to the Armenians October 6, 1939; Hitler issues a proclamation for the
isolation of Jews from the German population. The Ottomans never did such a thing.

October 12, 1939: Jews were removed from Vienna, Austria for the sole reason they were
Jews. The reason the Ottomans removed Armenians from eastern Anatolia was because they
were disloyal and were helping the invading Russians. The Nazi acts do not compare to the
Ottoman actions. For anyone to compare Nazi Germany to the Ottoman Empire is to compare
an apple to a fence post.

February 12, 1940: The Nazis deported the first Jews from Germany just because they were
Jews. The Ottomans never did such a thing to the Armenians.

August 15, 1940; Adoplh Eichmann presented what became known as the Madagascar Plan
for the removal of the entire Jewish race. The Ottomans never did such a thing.
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November 15, 1940: The Nazis sealed off the Jewish "ghetto" in Warsaw, Poland.

March 7, 1941: Jews were compelled to provide forced (slave) labor for the Nazis. The
Ottomans never did such a thing to the Armenians.

July 31, 1941: The Nazis issued the order to remove all Jews from German occupied territory
in Europe. The Ottomans did not attack nor occupy any other nations' land during World War I
and there is no way to compare the Nazi action to that taken by the Ottomans against disloyal
Armenians. The Nazis were on the offense capturing other people's lands while the Ottomans
were defending their empire from the invading Russians who were being helped by Ottoman
citizen Armenians.

September 1, 1941: This is the date Nazis decreed that all Jews must wear a yellow star. The
Ottomans never required the Armenians to wear the Christian cross as contrasted to the yellow
star of David the Germans forced the Jews to wear.

September 17, 1941: marks the date the Nazis began the general deportation of all German
Jews. The Ottomans never attempted to deport all Armenians. There is no way to compare the
German acts to the Ottomans'.

September 23, 1941: The Nazis began tests for gassing Jews at Auschwitz. The Ottomans
never did such a thing.

January 20, 1942: This is the date of the Wannsee Conference where the decision for the
"Final Solution" to mass murder the entire Jewish population was made. The Ottomans never
had such a conference and there never was an Ottoman "Final Solution" for all Armenians.

March 29, 1942; The Nazis sent the fist train filled with Jews from Paris, France to Auschwitz.

April 20, 1942: The Nazis issued a decree to ban all Jews from using public transportation.
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The Ottomans never did such a thing.

September 18, 1942: The Nazis reduced food rations of Jews in Germany. The Ottomans
never did such a thing to Armenians throughout their empire.

October 4, 1942: All Jews in German concentration camps were ordered to be sent to
Auschwitz. The Ottomans did not have concentration camps nor did they use gas chambers to
murder Armenians as the Nazis did to the Jews.

December 15, 1942: The Armenian National Council was given official Nazi recognition by
Alfred Rosenberg, the German minister of Nazi occupied areas. The Armenians had made a
consecrated effort to prove to Hitler that they were Aryans like he was and they were so
accepted. The proof is the Armenians were never persecuted in any Nazi occupied lands
because they were Armenians.

The Armenians made radio broadcasts from Berlin supporting Hitler's Aryan and racially pure
beliefs. Several Armenian newspapers also supported Hitler's ethnic/racial pure beliefs during
World War II. The Ottomans never did such things. The actual proof is that during World War II
the Turks opposed Hitler while the Armenians within Turkey supported first Hitler and then
switched sides to the Russians when they saw Germany losing the war.

February 27, 1943: Jews who were forced to work in the German armaments industry were
sent to Auschwitz. The Ottomans never did such a thing.

March 13, 1943: The Nazis opened their first new crematorium at Auschwitz. The Ottomans
never did such a thing.

April 14, 1943: The Nazis began transporting Jews from Athens, Greece to Auschwitz. The
Ottomans never did such a thing.
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April 30, 1945: Approximately 33,000 inmates were freed from Nazi concentration camps by
American troops. The United States was never at war with the Ottoman government in 1915 or
ever. There were no concentration camps used by the Ottomans.

November 20, 1945: The Nuremberg International Tribunal began to try Nazi leaders for war
crimes. There was no such international tribunal who tried the Ottomans for war crimes after
World War I. The truth is the British and French did arrest a number of Ottoman citizens after
World War I ended. After holding these men in prison for some two years each and every
Ottoman citizen was released as the British could find no evidence that they had committed any
war crimes.

After World War I the Paris Peace Conference was held. The Armenians presented their
massacre claims to this conference who heard them out and considered the evidence
presented by the Armenians. The Peace Conference rejected the Armenians' massacre claims
and gave them nothing for damages. The Armenians refused to accept the Peace Conference's
"NO" answer and again asked to be heard and to present more evidence. The Paris Peace
Conference agreed to allow the Armenians to present their massacre claims a second time and
again--for a second time the Paris Peace Conference rejected the Armenians' claim against the
Ottoman Empire and gave them nothing.

The Armenians have had their day in court not once, but twice, and they offered their
self-called proof twice and each time they received nothing. Today the Armenians want land
and reparations from Turkey, which didn't even come into existence until 1923--8 years after the
self anointed Armenian genocide bogus claim. The Armenian government demands today that
the Turkish government admit to this fake genocide claim. The question cries out to be
answered: Why should the Turks admit to any such thing? When will the Armenians work for
peace in their region of the world rather than starting war after war and making false demands
upon its neighbors?

The rest of the story is simply this:

(1) The Armenians have had their false claims of a massacre against the Ottoman Empire
heard in a friendly court not once but twice. The Armenians have twice had their day in the
proper courts. Each time the friendly court rejected the Armenians' own evidence. In plain
language, the Armenians presented their claims. The losing World War I Ottoman government
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did not appear to contest the Armenian claims. The truth is the Armenians, not once, but twice
lost their uncontested day in court.

(2) Today, the Armenians dare to compare their self-anointed bogus "genocide" claim to what
the Nazis did to the Jews during the World War II era. The above listed examples are but a few
of the many that are in the history books to contrast and prove (as proof certain) there is no real
world way to compare the Nazis to the Ottomans as the Armenians try to do.

(3) The rest of the story, based on actual historical evidence, proves than more than 100,000
Armenians voluntarily joined the Nazis beginning in 1935 to help create an ethnic/racial pure
state. Today in Armenia, the Armenian government honors one of its Nazi Armenian generals of
World War II fame. There is a youth leadership Institute bearing his name. The question must
be asked just what are the Armenians teaching their children in the name of this Nazi who
helped exterminate so may Jews?

(4) Armenians produced a weekly radio program in Berlin titled "Armenia." This Armenian
radio program supported Hitler's Aryan ethnic/racial pure state. Armenian newspapers also
supported Hitler and his Nazis.

(5) Armenian leadership conspired with Hitler's top lieutenants and the end result was that
Armenians were labeled by the Nazis as "racially pure." After Hitler and his Nazis lost the war
Armenians switched sides and forged a document to falsely claim Hitler said at one time "Who
remembers the Armenians?" The truth is that Hitler and his Nazis remembered the Armenians
and they were so recognized by him as fellow Aryans and together they committed a genocide
of the Jews.

(6) The Paris Peace Conference, at the time, immediately after World War I heard all the
evidence and made decisions about what was right and wrong. Since the Paris Peace
Conference at the time rejected Armenian claims--what right does any nation or group now
have to reopen this historical period of time to give Armenians damages from a country that
wasn't even in existence until 8 years after the false claim was first made? To grant the
Armenian "wish" of condemning modern day Turkey of committing a genocide is just not justice
in today's world.
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